
Star Burger Хрещати� Men�
вулиця Хрещатик, Yevropeis'ka Square, 7/11, Kyiv, Ukraine, 01001, Bucha

+380443644054,+380678282081 - https://www.starburger.ua

A complete menu of Star Burger Хрещатик from Bucha covering all 18 courses and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Star Burger Хрещатик:
great eating, beautiful presentation, very friendly staff. great location and good view. I also loved sitting outside.

try the homemade limonade as a change, it really worth it. the desserts are also really good. very good
experience, would visit again. tipps for with brittle, at the choice of the side, make sure that they do not choose
the chips! they will get boiled after home cramps. they also offer thin and thick... read more. What User doesn't

like about Star Burger Хрещатик:
Brits remember: chips means crisps out of a packet, if that 's what you want with your burger! I ordered the Swiss
burger with sweet potato fries and was later told that they had run out so I said I 'd just have some normal chips .

The waiter didn 't remind me they had three types of fries . I was so disappointed when my burger arrived with
some room temperature crisps out of a packet. Flavour of the burger was good... read more. At Star Burger

Хрещатик in Bucha you can try delicious vegetarian dishes, that are free from any animal meat or fish, Naturally,
you should also taste the fine burgers, accompanied by sides like fries, salads, or wedges provided. Of course,

we must not forget the comprehensive variety of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, The dishes are
usually prepared in a short time and fresh for you.
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�tra�
SWEET POTATO

Sid� dishe�
SWEET POTATO FRIES

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Burger�
TURKEY BURGER

CHICKEN BURGER

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

FRIES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
DESSERTS

BURGER

TURKEY

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

CARAMEL

PARMESAN

SHRIMPS

CHICKEN
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